QUEST FOR THE ESSENCE OF LANGUAGE Roman Jakobson
Since &dquo;in human speech, different sounds have different meaning,&dquo; Leonard Bloomfield's influential manual of 1933 concluded that &dquo;to study this coordination of certain sounds with certain meanings is to study language.&dquo; And one century earlier Wilhelm von Humboldt taught that &dquo;there is an apparent connection between sound and meaning which, however, only seldom lends itself to an exact elucidation, is often only glimpsed, and most usually remains obscure.&dquo; This connection and coordination have been an eternal crucial problem in the age-old science of language. How it was nonetheless temporarily forgotten by the linguists of the recent past may be illustrated by the repeated praises for the amazing novelty of Ferdinand de Saussure's interpretation of the sign, in particular the verbal sign, as an indissoluble unity of two constituents-.rigni fiant and signifié-although this conception jointly with its terminology was taken over entirely from the twelve-hunded-year-old Stoic theory. This doctrine considered the sign (sdmeion) as an entity constituted by the relation of the signifier (Jdnzainon) and the signified (sêmainomenon) . The former was defined as &dquo;perceptible&dquo; (aisthê-ton) and the latter as &dquo;intelligible&dquo; (noeton) (2) into zwou introduced by the Berlin telephone directory to avoid any confusion with drei (3). However, in various languages an opposite, assimilatory tendency prevails among adjacent cardinals. Thus Russian attests a gradual attraction within every pair of simple numerals, e.g., .rem' (7)---vo.rem' (8), devjat' (9)-de.rjat' ( 10). The similarity of signantia enforces the junction of the paired numerals.
Coinages such as slithy from slimy and lithe, and multiform varieties of blends and portmanteaus display a mutual adhesion of simple words resulting in a joint interaction of their signantia and signata. D. L. Bolinger's paper cited above convincingly documents &dquo;the vast importance of cross influences&dquo; between sound and meaning and the &dquo;constellations of words having similar meanings tied to similar sounds&dquo; whatever the origin of such constellations may be (e.g., bash, mash, smash, cra.rh, da.rh, la.rh, ha.rb, ra.rh, bra.rb, cla.rh, tra.rh, pla.rh, .rpla.rh, and fla.rh). Such vocables border upon onomatopoetic words where again the genetic questions are quite immaterial for synchronic analysis.
Paronomasia, a semantic confrontation of phonemically similar words irrespective of any etymological connection, plays a considerable role in the life of language. A vocalic apophony underlies the punning title of a magazine article &dquo;Multilateral Force or Farce?&dquo; In the Russian proverb &dquo;Sila solómu lómit&dquo; ('power breaks straw') the connection between the predicate 16mit and the object .rol6mu is internalized by a quasi incorporation of the root 16m-into the root sol6m-; the phoneme l adjacent to the stressed vowel pervades and unites the three parts of the sentence; both consonants of the subject sila are repeated in the same order by the object which, so to say, synthesizes the phonemic make-up of the initial and final word of the proverb. Yet on a plain, lexical level the interplay of sound and meaning has a latent and virtual character, whereas in syntax and morphology (both 
